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Corporate Access Data Portal
Service Overview
We host over 20,000 rows of voyages in our database that offer granular details of crude oil and

gas condensate exports from over a dozen countries that make the news headlines. In terms of

countries under oil sanctions, we offer detailed coverage of both Iran and Venezuela.

Data Granularity
The user web interface features various data points such as the identified vessel’s name and

IMO number along with port and country of origin, destination port and country, estimated barrel

count and a set of GPS coordinates (if available) identified entirely by satellite imagery.

Straightforward Data
Analysis
The web interface presents

some key data, however you

will find additional columns

such as vessel draft depth, our

observational notes and more

in a downloadable CSV file

format. You will also find API

as an option for clients wishing

to download the data

automatically whenever there’s

a new update without the need

to access the web interface.
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Trusted Data Sources
In addition to the data which is being

collected over AIS, a large percentage of our

tracking is based on daily forensic studies of

satellite imagery, contracted/volunteered

shoreside photography and documentation

provided to us by official sources which we

then work on verifying.

SMS Alerts & Reports
To keep clients abreast with our Heads Up breaking

news alerts as well as weekly and monthly reports

on all areas we cover, clients can select to be

notified via SMS messages.

Prioritized Support
A product is only as good as its support. As a

corporate client, you will have direct access to the

team of analysts and engineers at

TankerTrackers.com that can better assist you. In

addition to phone & email, we are also reachable

via Signal, WhatsApp and Telegram at your

convenience.

Subscription Types
Each corporate client is provided with a total of three accounts comprising of a central

administrators account along with two additional users. All three accounts can individually

control their SMS alerts, however each organization is provided with a single API key. Additional

users can be added at an extra cost. We offer a monthly subscription as well as a discounted

annual plan.
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